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Tableau Prep: Up & Running: Self-Service Data Preparation for Better AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2020

	
		
			For self-service data preparation, Tableau Prep is relatively easy to use—as long as you know how to clean and organize your datasets. Carl Allchin, from The Information Lab in London, gets you up to speed on Tableau Prep through a series of practical lessons that include methods for preparing, cleaning, automating,...
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Content Marketing: Think Like a Publisher - How to Use Content to Market Online and in Social Media (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2011

	If you have a website, a blog, or even a Facebook or Twitter presence, you are a publisher. Think like one: build a digital content strategy that embraces words, images and multimedia to systematically enhance consumer engagement and conversion rates. In Content Marketing, world-renowned digital content expert Rebecca Lieb offers all...
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Knowledge Management Tools and Techniques: Practitioners and Experts Evaluate KM SolutionsButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
"Dr. Rao has brought together a practical, contemporary, and comprehensive view of the realities of applying knowledge management tools. The rich array of leading-edge practice he exposes will prove valuable to all knowledge practitioners."
 Ross Dawson, CEO, Advanced Human Technologies, and author, Developing Knowledge-Based Client...
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Adobe AIR: Create - Modify - Reuse (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Adobe AIR: Create - Modify - Reuse    

    Adobe Integrated Runtime (AIR) revolutionizes the way Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) are deployed. AIR supports two primary technologies, Flash and HTML/Ajax, in order to make desktop development something that every web developer can do. This book shows you how to set up a...
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Professional Excel Services (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
With this unique resource, you'll discover how to unlock the power behind Excel Services in order to effectively utilize server-side spreadsheet calculation and rendering. It walks you through all programming aspects of Excel Services, covering everything from APIs to UDFs (User Defined Functions). You'll quickly gain a strong understanding of what...
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Practical Web 2.0 Applications with PHPApress, 2007
Want to assert yourself as a cutting-edge PHP web developer? Take a practical approach, learning by example from author Quentin Zervaas, and discover how to bring together the many technologies needed to create a successful, modern web application.
In Practical PHP Web 2.0 Applications, PHP, MySQL, CSS, XHTML, and...
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Create Your Own Website (4th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2008

	Build a great personal or business website… absolutely no experience needed!


	 


	Why pay a professional web developer? If you can use a word processor, you can do it yourself! This package contains all the software, templates, and simple...
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The Python Standard Library by Example (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Distributed with every copy of Python, the standard library contains hundreds of modules that provide tools for interacting with the operating system, interpreter, and Internet. All of them are tested and ready to be used to jump start the development of your applications. This book presents selected examples demonstrating how to use the most...
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Windows PowerShell Cookbook: for Windows, Exchange 2007, and MOM V3O'Reilly, 2007

	This Cookbook by Windows PowerShell team developer Lee Holmes provides hundreds of tested scripts that you can use right away to get Microsoft's new tool working for you. More than 150 recipes, combined with a concise task-based introduction to the Windows PowerShell scripting language and environment, make it the perfect look-up guide...
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Yahoo! HacksO'Reilly, 2005
Yahoo! took the world by storm in the 1990s as a one-of-a-kind, searchable list of interesting web sites. But ten years later, it has expanded into a department store overflowing with useful and innovative tools and services-from email, blogging, social networking, and instant messaging, to news, financial markets, shopping,...
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ProBlogger: Secrets for Blogging Your Way to a Six-Figure IncomeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Blogging for dollars — Do you have what it takes?
    Here's the place to find out. Problogger.net is where bloggers worldwide go for advice and information on enhancing their blog's presence. Whether you're just starting out or have been blogging for years, learn from two professional bloggers how to turn your passion...
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Hacking: The Next Generation (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009
With the advent of rich Internet applications, the explosion of social media, and the increased use of powerful cloud computing infrastructures, a new generation of attackers has added cunning new techniques to its arsenal. For anyone involved in defending an application or a network of systems, Hacking: The Next Generation is one of the...
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